Human Right #4
No Slavery

Was Slavery in America Really Abolished?

- 27 Million slaves exist worldwide today.

- More than 100,000 sex slaves exist in America according to the US Department of Justice.

- Average starting age of a sex slave is 11 according to the FBI.

If You Knew...
She stands in a room,
Dark, cold and unfed today,
A modern day slave, trapped
With no thoughts of play

Forced to work for today
And used to believe in tomorrow
But that was yesterday
Now her eyes flood with sorrow

Stolen from her own home
On a promise of freedom
Now she can’t believe
That she actually believed ‘em

No way to turn back
Nobody to turn to
All to turn a profit
For a man with no truth

Hoping somebody will turn up
Someone to turn tides
The lights go dimmer
In desperation she cries

“Somebody help
Why can’t somebody fix this?”
You would if you could
But you don’t know she existed.

If you suspect any form of slavery, call the National Human Trafficking Resource Center 24 hours a day
1-888-373-7888